Nothing outsells our diesel. Nothing outdoes the lineup.

The Aqua-Hot 400 series: Who says hydronic heat is only a luxury exclusive to Class A owners? 400D and 450D models now available with the Aqua-Hot Reporter.

### Part Number | Model | Fuel | Electric Elements | Interior Heat (Max) | Hot Water (gpm) | Engine Preheating | Size | Weight
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
AHE-450-DE5 | 450D | Diesel | (1) 120 V AC1650 W | 8 Exchangers 56,000 Btu/h | 1.5 | Yes | 12"H x 18.5"W x 29.5"L | 140 lb (empty) 185 lb (full)
AHE-400-D02 | 400D | Diesel | (1) 120 V AC1650 W | 8 Exchangers 56,000 Btu/h | 1.5 | No | 12"H x 18.5"W x 29.5"L | 124lb (empty) 168 lb (full)
AHE-400-P02 | 400P | Propane | (1) 120 V AC1650 W | 8 Exchangers 56,000 Btu/h | 1.5 | No | 12"H x 18.5"W x 29.5"L | 124 lb (empty) 168 lb (full)

### Compact Hydronic Heating

**Dual-Fuel Heat Generation:** Combines an electric element with diesel or propane fuel source.

**Single, Self-Contained Unit:** Delivers residential-style interior heating with the ability to deliver a luxurious supply of continuous hot water at 110°F-120°F at a rate of 1.5 gallons per minute. It’s just like home.

**Common Size Configuration Line-Up:** Simplifies installation and on-the-line product changeovers.

**Fast Installs:** Zone port outlets are located on top of the tank for easy connection access. Mounting tray facilitates air intake, exhaust routing and fluid evacuation.

**Aqua-Hot 400P:** The propane hydronic system that puts 5th wheel and Class B into Class A Comfort Zones with a single system.

**Owner-Friendly Diagnostics:** Touch-screen Reporter monitors the Aqua-Hot & coach to provide real-time info to coach owners & service technicians. Compatible with RV-C or I/O Controls.
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